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Call of Duty: Modern Warfare - "Call of Duty" is a registered trademark of Infinity Ward and developed by Infinity Ward.
All other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners. Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare begins in the late
spring of 2008, where a top-secret exoskeleton called "Mantis" is invented to stop things from happening. In order to

fulfill the job, the exoskeleton sends soldiers into battle. But then the exoskeleton detects that the soldiers are infected
by an unknown virus. The infection leads to something never seen before in the battlefield - the need to defend one's self
when you are already infected. The virus was originated from an outside source. People from any race or nationality can
take part in this exciting role playing game. According to the report, the game offers you a 4-player co-op mode, unlike
the previously released games of the series, which offered only up to a 2-player co-op game. However, this is the only

cooperative mode for this game. If you plan on playing the first-person shooter mode, you should be prepared to use the
Weapons and Gear system in order to enhance the game. Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare, the blockbuster title that

earned worldwide critical acclaim, includes four gripping campaigns to take on the terrorists with an unprecedented level
of cinematic fidelity, and an engaging multiplayer experience featuring for the first time an entirely new close-quarter

shooting experience. Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare is an action-packed, cinematic first-person shooter experience that
features the most technologically advanced weapons and equipment of any Call of Duty game, including the M4A1 Rifle,

SCAR-L Rifle, ACOG Scope and the Chain Gun.
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one of the most critically-acclaimed games in history. call of duty4: modern warfare, is back, remastered in true high-
definition, featuring enhanced textures, rendering, high-dynamic range lighting, and much more to bring a new

generation experience to fans. available on disc and digital download first on ps4. it's not that the fight sequence is bad
or anything; it's just that the action itself feels like it takes place in a very familiar place. i don't have anything against
that, because it's a well-designed mission that hits all the beats you'd expect from a modern-day cod mission. but the
setup - with plenty of time and space to plan - is almost too perfect. i really enjoyed the way that the old school level
design was made to work with the new generation of 3d models, and how the new tech smoothed the transition. i like

how the camo-using enemies pop up from behind cover, and how some of the level design feels like it was pretty
purposefully designed to really showcase the game engine. it's just that, as an individual mission, the campaign ended
up feeling like a budget cut version of the original modern warfare campaign. and that's why i'm still skeptical of what's

next. when we first saw the trailer for modern warfare, it looked like infinity ward had upped the ante on the level of
destruction, showing off this big ol' oil rig and having every weapons system being used to its fullest potential. i couldn't
help but wonder how they were going to make that real-world destruction feel like a game. they did a great job of it. the
new engine is more than capable of handling the destruction, and the physics system feels right. the bigger problem is

that the level design didn't feel right. we haven't even gotten to the gameplay yet, but this thing already feels like a
budget cut version of the original modern warfare. 5ec8ef588b
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